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____________________________________________________________________________

Cotton Candy Machine Instructions
Step 1
Before plugging the machine in, make sure all buttons are in the off position and all travel
locks are unlocked. (Unscrew and push down two knobs on either side of the head, or turn the
black levers on the side of the machine to an up and down position)
Step 2
Pour cotton candy approved sugar into the center head of the machine to about 90% full.
Step 3a
For “The Breeze” machine, turn the motor and master switch on, wait 10 seconds, then turn
the heat switch on. Adjust the heat to 75% heat.
Step 3b
For the “Spin Magic” machine, turn the motor and heat button to ON, and adjust the dial until
the needle is in the green.
Step 4
The machine should start making floss in less than a minute. Turn the heat down if you see
the sugar smoking. Turn the motor switch off inorder to add more sugar.
Step 5
When finished making floss for the day or a prolonged period, run out the remainder of the
sugar, then turn the heat switch off but allow the head to spin for another 5 minutes to cool
down and then turn the motor switch off as well.
Step 6
To start making floss again repeat steps 1 through 5. If done operating the machine, please
refer to the cleaning instructions found below.
___________________________________________________________________________
Cleaning
With warm or hot water, rinse and wipe the bowl and net clean of all sugar.
Using a warm or hot washcloth, wipe down the outside of the machine base clean of sugar
Do not remove the small rubber tabs from “The Breeze” machine.
Do not wipe down or get the spinning head wet.
Do not submerge the cotton candy machine in water.
___________________________________________________________________________
Parts
Be sure to return all the supplied parts such as the Cotton Candy machine, rubber tabs, bowl,
netting, and net clips.

